
   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

REACTION TIME
The nervous system coordinates the sequence of events that enable people to react to stimuli 

coming from their surroundings.  Sense organs (the nose, eyes, ears, taste buds, touch receptors, and 
others) pick up the stimuli.  Arriving stimuli generate nerve impulses that travel along sensory neurons 
to the central nervous system where they are processed.  If a response is necessary, newly generated 
impulses travel along motor neurons to muscles and glands where action is taken.  The time interval 
between the detection of a stimulus by a receptor and the onset of the persons reaction to the stimulus is 
called reaction time.  The purpose of this investigation is to determine the lengths of reaction time in 
individuals and to explore differences related to the type of stimulus presented, the effecter (here, 
muscles) used, the sex of the individual and the influence of distracter stimuli.

To measure reaction time a stimulus is presented to the subject being tested. Upon detection of the 
stimulus the subject reacts by pressing the button of the mouse.  The time interval between the stimulus 
and the response is calculated by the computer and displayed on the screen.  Each test requires 10 trials.  
The subject’s reaction time is estimated by finding the average value of the 5 fastest trials.

Write statements, as hypotheses, that compare (faster, slower, the same as) the reaction time 
when the following conditions are varied:

1. Type of stimulus:  light energy or sound energy.
2. Type of responding effecter organ:  dominant or non dominant hand.
3. Sex of responding individual:  male or female
4. Detractors:  present or absent

Vernier Equipment
none

Materials
iMAC computer and L. Norton software
 
Procedure Sound Test (dominant hand)
NOTE:  Depending on the time available, your teacher may instruct you to run only 
some of the tests described below.

1. Run the Reaction Time program.

2. Pull down the File  menu and select;  Allow Advanced Levels. This step increases the timing 
accuracy on all levels to four decimals.

3. In the first test,  we will measure the subject’s reaction time when a sound is the stimulus.  Work 
in teams of two.  One member is the subject while the other member runs the test and records the 
subject’s data.  Roles should be reversed when the first person completes his or her test.

4. Level 1 and Auditory (Sound) should already have been chosen from the menu.

5. The sound test uses the computer’s sound generator to produce a sound at random intervals.  The 
subject should listen for the sound and then press the clicker as rapidly as possible after hearing 
the sound.  Each subject receives 10 trials.
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6. The test subject should place the index finger of his or her dominant hand on the clicker while 
the subject’s partner starts the test by pressing Return.  After each trail the partner presses 
Return to begin a new test.

7. Record the first subject’s reaction time trials in Table 1.

8. Reverse roles and repeat the sound test.  Record the second subject’s reaction time trials in Table 
1.

Procedure Sound Test (non dominant hand)
1. Repeat the sound reaction time test for each member of the team.  During the second test, the 

subject should use the index finger of the non dominant hand to press the clicker. 

2. Record the non-diminant sound reaction time results in Table 1.

3. Click on Return to Main Menu  when the sound tests are completed.

Procedure Color Test (dominant hand)
1. In the second test, measure the subject’s reaction time when one color of light is the stimulus.  

Continue to work in teams of two.  Continue to reverse roles when the first person completes the 
color test.

2. Start the test by selecting Level 1 and Visual (Color) from the screen menu.

3. The color test uses a traffic light. The light starts out green.  When the light turns red, the test 
subject should press the mouse button as rapidly as possible.  As each trial is completed, the 
subject’s reaction time for that trial is printed on the bottom of the screen.

4. The test subject should place his or her dominant hand on the mouse while the subject’s partner 
starts the test by pressing Return.  

5. After each trial the partner presses Return to begin a new test.

6. Complete 10 trials. Record the data for each trial in Table 1.

7. Reverse roles and repeat the color test.  Record the second team member’s data in Table 1.

Procedure Color Test (non dominant hand)
1. Repeat the color reaction time test for each member of the team.  During this second test, the 

subject should  use the index finger of the non dominant hand to press the clicker.

2. Record the data for each of 10 trials in Table 1.

3. Click on Return to Main Menu  when the color tests are completed.

Procedure Shape Test (dominant hand)
1. In the third test, we will measure the subject’s reaction time when an object’s shape is the 

stimulus.  Continue to work in teams of two.  Continue to reverse roles when the first person 
completes the sound test.

2. Select Level4  and Visual (shape) from the menu. 
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3. This test uses a number of different colored geometric shapes that appear on the screen and 
move from left to right. The test subject should look for a geometric object to appear on the screen 
that is a diamond. The stimulus object may or may not be mixed in with a number of other objects 
of the same and different colors.  When the diamond object is recognized, the subject should 
press the clicker as rapidly as possible.   Each subject receives 10 trials.

4. The test subject should place the index finger of his or her dominant hand on the clicker while 
the subject’s partner starts the test by pressing Return.  After each trial the partner presses 
Return to begin a new test.

5. Record the first subject’s trial results in Table 1.

6. Reverse roles and repeat the shape test. Record the second subject’s trial results in Table 1.

Procedure Shape Test (non dominant hand)
1. Repeat the shape reaction time test for each member of the team.  During this second test, the 

subject should use the index finger of the non dominant hand to press the clicker.

2. Record the 10 individual trial results in Table 1.

3. Click on Return to Main Menu  item.

4. Quit the program.

Analysis
1. List all your hypothesis statements in proper form.

2. Complete Table 1 by finding the average of the 5 best trials for each stimulus and for each 
hand.

3. Record your individual averages in the class data table which your teacher will then copy for 
your use.

4. We will make a somewhat arbitrary dessignation of reaction time to light with the index 
finger witnout distrction as our control.  Construct a  graph (Bar or line --  you decide) that 
compares the class average control with the average of each experimental variable.

5. Evaluate your hypotheses by comparing our control the reaction time with each of the 
experimental averages.  You should discuss, using data values to support your ideas, the 
reaction times of:  color as a stimulus versus sound as a stimulus; dominant index finger versus 
the non dominant index finger as an effecter;, males versus females; and stimulus with 
distraction versus without distraction.  Always include data values in your discussion.

Going Further
1. Design an experiment that allows you to compare the reaction time of people of different ages.

2. Design an experiment to determine if the caffeine in a soft drink changes an individuals 
reaction time.

3. Design an experiment to determine if talking on a cell phone changes an individuals reaction 
time
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Average 
Best 5

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

ShapeColorSoundShapeColor
(Control)

Sound
Non dominant HandDominant HandTrial #

Table 1.  Individual Reaction Time Trials
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Average 
of 

Females

Average 
of Males

Average 
of All

16

15

10

9

8

7

6

5

14

13

12

11

4

3

2

1

ShapeColorSoundShapeColor
(Control)

Sound

Non dominant HandDominant HandTrial #

Table 2.  Class Reacton Time Results
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Average
Males

16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Average 
Females

Average of All

Light 
Mixed 

Stimulus

Non 
dominat 

Hand

Dominant 
Hand

Sound 
Stimulus

Light 
Stimulus

SexName
Table 3. Class Reaction Time Results When Combinations Formed
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